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PRODUCTION OF 'LONDONEE' IN A SEASON OF BANGLA 

DRAMA 2012 

 

In November  2012, Mukul and Ghetto Tigers will proudly present  Londonee, 
Gurpreet Kaur Bhatti's literary puissant, following her critically acclaimed 2010 play, 
Behud. 
 
Gurpreet's inspiration to write Londonee evolved after a visit to Bangladesh in 1996, 
where she was struck by their incredible sense of pride and passion. Bangladesh was 
only recently founded in 1971 and has a history fraught with many problems, including 
natural disasters and poverty. Yet there is such an overwhelming awareness and 
determination present amongst young Bengalis, particularly in the diaspora 
communities. It is this nationalism and political liberation that is reflected through 
the mystic Baul music, poetry, and performance and ultimately, what inspired Gurpreet 
to write this inspiring story. 
 
‘You know Rezwan, a man who has no history is nothing, he is nobody.’ 
 
A motley trio of angels fill faceless time and peer into the lives of two young 
Bangladeshis living in East London, Rez and Bina, siblings orphaned as children. Hot-
headed Rez, aspires to be a DJ alongside his breakdancing friend, Carl, while 
attempting to stave off social services for the sake of his family. Bina, his feisty sister, is 
secretly the unofficial captain of her school Kabaddi team. The reluctantly fallen Angel, 
Lalo, is sent on a special assignment to prevent Rez's anger from destroying both 
himself and those close to him. Lalo soon discovers his mission is greater than what 
he had originally bargained for. 
 
Londonee, a visceral and physically-driven production, delves deep into the past, 
present, and future of these second generation Bangladeshis. By examining the 
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characters’ worlds, the play questions the very thread that binds our own fragile stories 
together. 
 
Londonee will be showing at the A Season of Bangla Drama in November  on the 
following dates and times: 
Friday 23rd 7:15pm, Saturday 24rd 7:15pm. 
Post Show Talk will be Saturday after the show, cast, creative team and the writer in 
attendance for a open discussion. 
 
CREATIVE TEAM 
 
Writer - Gurpreet Kaur Bhatti; Director - Mukul Ahmed; Set Designer – Ni Ni; Light 
Designer – Ana Vilar; Sound Design – Ashleigh Valentine; Production co ordinator  - 
Rez Kabir; Stage Manager – Delwar Hossain Dilu. 
 
CHOREOGRAPHY – Tara Jaffar and Mukul Ahmed 
 
 
CAST 
 
Avita Jay – Seema/Angel 
Bevan Celestine – Carl 
Indranil Singharay – Rezwan 
Lowri James – Bina 
Nadia Nadif – Jabeen/Angel 
Rez Kabir – Manush 
Tara Jaffar - Angel 
 
VOCALISTS 
 
Delwar Hossain Dilu 
Dia Chakravarty 
Tanusree Guha 
Shahadat Hossain 
 
 
LOCATION 
 
Brady Arts and Community Centre, 
192-196 Hanbury Street, London, E1 5HU 
 
DATES 
 
Friday 23rd  and Saturday 24th November 
 
 



TICKET PRICES 
 
£5  
 
DURATION 
 
90 Minutes 
 
WHERE TO PURCHASE 
 
http://www.wegottickets.com/aseasonofbangladrama2012 or at the door 

 
LONDONEE was premiered at the Rich Mix Centre in May 2012, jointly produced by 
Mukul and Ghetto Tigers and Lifeguard Productions. The production was supported by 
the Rich Mix Centre. 
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